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Summary

A transformation is taking shape in the policy framework under which airlines
are organized and operate international air services. Since the early age of com-
mercial air travel, international air services have been governed by intergovern-
mental bilateral agreements. Until fairly recently, these agreements micro-man-
aged international air operations by specifying the routes to be flown, the fre-
quency of service, the equipment to be used, and the commercial relationships
between airlines based in the partner countries operating the authorized routes.
Although much of this micro-management has fallen away, some important rem-
nants persist, and the regulation of international air services remains firmly in the
grip of bilateral agreements.

The agent of transformation will be a new set of international air agreements
between the European Union (EU) and all countries that currently have individual
bilateral agreements with EU members. The EU’s decision to replace these bilater-
al agreements with a single EU-wide agreement flows from years of debate in the
EU and a European Court of Justice decision declaring some aspects of bilateral
agreements between members of the EU and other countries a violation of
European law. Over time, all countries that have bilateral agreements with individ-
ual EU members will face the choice of negotiating a new, single agreement with
the EU (or, at a minimum, amending the clauses that offend EU law) or accepting
the abrogation of current agreements, thereby making the provision of air services
with the EU subject to the whims of regulators and politicians.

The revolutionary element of the new or amended agreements will be an
EU-wide nationality provision that will convey commercial rights to any airline
owned by nationals of any EU member country that enters such an agreement.
Under most current agreements, only airlines that are majority owned and oper-
ated by nationals of the partner countries may be designated to operate interna-
tional air services. The EU will also be trying to obtain the right of establishment;
that is, the right of European investors to own and operate airlines in other coun-
tries, and the right of cabotage, that is, the right of a foreign airline to operate
commercial service between two points in another country. Such an agreement
would effectively separate airlines offering international services from their
home-country base and would have a profound and positive impact on trav-
ellers, cargo operators, airports, airplane manufacturers and nimble airlines.

In the immediate phase, the EU and the United States will open negotia-
tions to create an open transatlantic aviation market. Negotiations with Canada
and other third countries will follow. Canada may be tempted to cling, limpet-
like, to old polices and refuse an invitation to enter into an EU-wide agreement.
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A wiser course would be to launch the preparations necessary to advance the
interests of Canadian airlines and travellers in the new world of international air
travel. It is necessary to grasp the importance of this transformation and seize the
opportunity to break with the past, rather than keeping our transport policy head
firmly fixed in the sand.

Today’s air travel radar screen is cluttered with blips showing jumbo finan-
cial losses, radically changing consumer preferences and outmoded business
models. Whatever the shape of the industry that emerges from the current crisis
conditions, providing a policy framework that accommodates international
growth in air traffic should be an essential goal. As Air Canada and its partners
and competitors do away with with outmoded business models, there is an
equally urgent need to dispense with outmoded policies.

Although the implications of the new European policy have global reach,
this article examines some of the commercial implications of the EU mandate for
only transatlantic air relations.

William A. Dymond and Armand de Mestral
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Résumé

Le cadre politique qui régit la façon dont les compagnies aériennes sont struc-
turées et exploitent des services aériens internationaux est en cours de métamor-
phose. Depuis les débuts du transport aérien commercial, les services aériens
internationaux sont réglementés par des accords bilatéraux intergouvernemen-
taux. Jusqu’à tout récemment, ces accords régissaient dans le moindre détail les
activités aériennes internationales en déterminant les routes qui seront
exploitées, la fréquence du service à assurer, les aéronefs à utiliser et les relations
commerciales entre les compagnies aériennes situées dans les pays partenaires
exploitant les routes autorisées. Si cette microgestion a été abandonnée en bonne
partie, il en reste tout de même des éléments importants et la réglementation des
services aériens internationaux demeure sous l’emprise des accords bilatéraux. 

Le catalyseur de la métamorphose sera la conclusion de nouveaux accords
sur le transport aérien international entre l’Union européenne (UE) et tous les pays
qui ont signé des accords bilatéraux individuels avec des pays membres de l’UE. La
décision de remplacer ces accords bilatéraux par un accord unique s’appliquant à
l’ensemble de l’UE a été prise par l’UE après des années de discussions et à la suite
d’une décision de la Cour européenne selon laquelle des aspects des accords
bilatéraux conclus entre les membres de l’Union et d’autres pays enfreignent les lois
de l’UE. Petit à petit, tous les pays qui ont conclu des accords bilatéraux avec des
pays membres de l’UE n’auront d’autre choix que de négocier un nouvel accord
unique avec l’UE (ou à tout le moins de modifier les dispositions de leurs accords
qui contreviennent aux lois de l’UE) ou d’accepter l’abrogation des accords actuels
et que la fourniture des services aériens auprès de l’UE soit assujettie aux caprices
des organismes de réglementation et des politiciens.

L’inclusion d’une disposition de nationalité à l’échelle de l’UE qui accordera
des droits commerciaux dans les pays qui signent un tel accord à toute compa-
gnie aérienne appartenant à des ressortissants de quelque pays membre que ce
soit de l’UE sera l’élément novateur du nouvel accord ou des accords modifiés.
Aux termes de la plupart des accords actuels, seules les compagnies aériennes
exploitées par des ressortissants de pays partenaires qui détiennent une partici-
pation majoritaire dans celles-ci peuvent être désignées pour exploiter des ser-
vices aériens internationaux. L’UE tentera en outre d’obtenir le droit d’établisse-
ment, à savoir le droit des investisseurs européens de posséder et exploiter des
compagnies aériennes dans d’autres pays, et le droit de cabotage, c’est-à-dire le
droit d’une compagnie aérienne étrangère d’exploiter un service commercial
entre deux points dans un autre pays. Un accord de ce genre aurait pour effet de
séparer de leur pays d’origine les compagnies aériennes qui offrent des services
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internationaux et aura des répercussions profondes et positives sur les voyageurs,
sur les transporteurs aériens de fret, sur les aéroports, sur les fabricants d’aéronefs
et sur les compagnies aériennes qui offrent des services à rabais. 

Dans l’immédiat, l’Union européenne et les États-Unis entreprendront des
négociations pour créer un marché de l’aviation transatlantique ouvert.
Viendront ensuite les négociations avec le Canada et d’autres pays tiers. Le
Canada pourrait être tenté de s’accrocher aux anciennes politiques et de refuser
l’invitation de conclure une entente s’appliquant à l’échelle de l’UE. Or, il serait
plus avisé d’entamer les préparations nécessaires pour faire progresser les intérêts
des compagnies aériennes et des voyageurs canadiens dans le nouveau contexte
des voyages aériens internationaux. Il est essentiel de comprendre l’importance
de cette métamorphose et de saisir l’occasion de rompre avec le passé, au lieu de
faire l’autruche avec notre politique sur le transport aérien. 

Le paysage actuel du transport aérien est marqué par des pertes financières
gigantesques, une évolution radicale des préférences des consommateurs et des
modèles commerciaux dépassés. L’instauration d’un cadre politique qui facilite la
croissance internationale du transport aérien doit être un objectif primordial,
quel que soit l’aspect qu’aura l’industrie après la crise actuelle. À l’heure où Air
Canada et ses partenaires et concurrents relèguent aux oubliettes les modèles
commerciaux dépassés, il est aussi urgent de se défaire des politiques désuètes. 

La nouvelle politique européenne aura une incidence mondiale, mais cet
article s’en tient à l’examen de certaines répercussions commerciales du mandat
de l’UE sur les relations aériennes transatlantiques. 

William A. Dymond and Armand de Mestral
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The Regulation and Deregulation of 

International Air Travel

International trade and air policies have followed sharply divergent paths.
International trade policy has been firmly rooted in the principles and for the most
part the practice of nondiscrimination embodied in the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and now the World Trade Organization (WTO). The
explicit aim of international trade policy has been to progressively reduce and even-
tually eliminate barriers to trade, with a view to promoting economic growth. It has
reposed upon liberal domestic economic policies in the principal trading countries,
which have progressively assigned a greater role to market forces to determine win-
ners and losers. Regular rounds of trade negotiations provided for increasing expo-
sure of national economies to international competition and required firms and
workers to adjust to this competition. The objective was to provide equality of
opportunity to exploit comparative advantage by removing government barriers to
the free flow of international trade (Trebilcock and Howse 1999).

International air policy has eschewed most-favoured-nation treatment as
its organizing principle in favour of the tight regulation of international air serv-
ices through bilateral agreements. Like other policies governing service sectors
such as telecommunications, international air policy was the natural conse-
quence of heavily regulated domestic air policy frameworks that strictly con-
trolled the terms and conditions under which domestic air services could be
offered. Countries unwilling to allow the free play of market forces in the domes-
tic air transport market to determine winners and losers were, accordingly,
exceedingly cautious about the level of international competition they were pre-
pared to tolerate for their airlines. Moreover, in most countries, state-owned air-
lines operating as a monopoly or in competition with privately owned airlines
have borne the burden of serving as a symbol of nationhood, providing further
justification for keeping air services distant from market-determined outcomes.1

The antecedents of international air policy lie in the Convention Relating to the
Regulation of Aerial Navigation, negotiated in Paris in 1919, which in its first article
granted each state “complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace above its ter-
ritory.” States thus acquired rights with respect to the operation of aircraft in their air-
space that were analogous to the sovereign rights of states under customary interna-
tional law to control the entry of aliens into their territory. Such entry is a matter of
domestic jurisdiction arising out of the state’s exclusive control over its territory. The
practical effect of these rights was and remains that airlines operating aircraft in the air-
space of another state must have the permission of that state. This principle was recon-
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firmed at the 1944 Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation, which creat-
ed the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and laid the basis for the
postwar evolution of bilateral agreements. More importantly for the course of air pol-
icy, the convention rejected the United States’ preference for what was essentially an
open skies policy in favour of the British position of tight regulation of international
traffic, with governments controlling the rights to participate in that traffic. The instru-
ment of choice became the bilateral air services agreement (Sampson 1984, 63-71).2

The typical bilateral air agreement mirrored rigid domestic regulation (Doganis
1991, 24-42). The objective was to achieve strict reciprocity of service. The agreements
authorized each country to designate the airline(s) permitted to operate, normally one
airline per country; required the designated airlines to be majority owned and operat-
ed by nationals of the designating state; specified the routes that could be operated and
often the aircraft types that could be employed on the routes; required the designated
airlines to obtain the approval of each national regulating authority for the fares it
could charge; and encouraged the airlines to collude in the setting of these fares
(Doganis 1991, 35-40).3 A more liberal form of agreement, the “Bermuda” type named
after the first US-UK agreement, left control of frequency and capacity to agreement
between the designated airlines, subject to the regulations of the partner countries. In
many cases the bilateral agreement required that the airlines designated to operate the
agreed routes share the revenues earned, meaning in practice that the more competi-
tive airline paid a royalty to its competitor in order to operate the route. A market shift
favouring one of the designated airlines in an agreement created a presumption of
renegotiation, to redress not the balance of opportunities but the balance of outcomes.

Just as tight regulation of domestic services generated equally tight interna-
tional rules, the collapse of domestic regulation in the United States and its slower
but inevitable erosion in Europe and Canada brought radical changes to the content
— although not to the outward form — of bilateral air agreements. In the US, the
1978 Airline Deregulation Act abandoned control of route networks and phased out
regulation of fares. By 1983, the US airline industry had moved from an environ-
ment of intrusive regulation to freedom to choose routes, frequencies, capacity and
prices (Pickerell 1991; Doganis 1991, 46-75). In the European Union, deregulation
meant that national jurisdiction over airline operations by individual EU countries
was replaced by Union-wide authority. By 1993, the EU implemented rules that
granted airlines from any member country full traffic rights on any route within the
Union, free of controls on capacity and fares. Norway, Iceland and Switzerland,
which are non-EU countries, are part of this regime, as will be the 10 new members
of the EU from Central and Eastern Europe (Doganis 2001, 38-44).4

Bilateral air agreements were adapted to accommodate the new regulatory and
industry environment. New US agreements signed with the Netherlands, Belgium and
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Germany in 1978 established the early model of the open skies agreement. While
there were variations, the agreements provided for the multiple designation of airlines,
replacing the single or dual designations of previous agreements. Frequency and
capacity controls were abandoned. The requirement for regulatory approval of fares
was replaced by the formula that the fares announced by the airlines would become
operative unless both governments disapproved.5 Airlines remained limited to the
routes specified in the agreement. By 1992, even this limitation was abandoned
(although the prohibition on cabotage remained), as the Netherlands and the US
entered the first full open skies agreement. Agreements on this pattern followed
between Canada and most but not all the countries of the EU (Doganis 2001, 23-37).6

A key provision of the full open skies model is regulatory approval of code-
sharing, which allows an airline to sell tickets on services operated by another airline
as long as the route rights are contained in the agreement. While airlines had been
permitted to co-operate in the transfer of passengers and cargo, code-sharing, com-
bined with domestic and international deregulation, became an essential feature that
spawned the emergence of deeply integrated international alliances. These alliances
enable airlines to offer prospective partners unrestricted access to all points in their
home country. They create a worldwide reach built around an international hub-and-
spoke system through which traffic is routed via a few central points. The co-ordina-
tion of flight schedules around major hubs, the capacity to sell tickets through a com-
mon computer reservation system on any flights operated by alliance members, the
development of common service standards and marketing, and the pooling of fre-
quent flyer plans have created powerful marketing tools to create and retain passen-
ger loyalty. Competition among member airlines for traffic between points served
within the alliance has been replaced by the sharing of traffic routed through hubs
and spokes. Airlines outside alliances are limited to point-to-point traffic, and they
face severe disadvantages in competing for traffic that originates outside the depar-
ture and destination points specified in the route schedules of their bilateral agree-
ments. Currently four major international alliances account for more than two-thirds
of all international air traffic (International Air Transport Association 2002, 22).7

The US open skies agreements with EU countries also provide for “fifth
freedom” rights. (For a glossary of the so-called freedoms of the air, see the
appendix on page 20-21.) This is the right granted by one country to an airline
of another country to put down and take on traffic that is coming from or going
to a third country, in the territory of the first state. The exercise of that right
requires, of course, the agreement of the third country.8 In the early postwar peri-
od, before the rapid growth of international air traffic, such rights were often
essential to the profitable operation of a specific route. Negotiations often
foundered on such rights, since countries jealously regarded all passengers orig-
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inating within their territory as assets to be allocated to their airlines or their
partners in bilateral agreements. While the emergence of alliances and long-range
aircraft has rendered moot the old arguments over fifth freedoms, the incorpora-
tion of such rights in the new agreements contributes to the dismantling of the
regulatory straitjacket regarding commercial operations.

Notwithstanding the extent of deregulation, remnants of the old regulatory
regime constitute serious obstacles to realizing the full efficiencies of modern airline
operation. Most countries require that airlines designated under bilateral agreements be
majority owned and controlled by citizens or residents of the designating state.9 This
requirement effectively prevents international mergers and acquisitions of airlines pro-
viding international service, since the merged or acquired airline would lose eligibility
for designation under the bilateral agreements (Doganis 2001, 40).10 Most countries
restrict the level of foreign ownership of airlines registered in their countries. In Canada
and the US, the limitation is 25 percent. In the EU, non-EU nationals are limited to 49-
percent ownership of EU airlines. This requirement is an effective barrier to mergers and
acquisitions and largely confines the growth potential of airlines to the capital that can
be raised by domestic investors. The third remnant is the prohibition on cabotage, that
is, the carriage of traffic by a foreign-owned airline between two points in another coun-
try. It has long been a source of grievance among European carriers that while they are
limited to serving single points in the US, their American rivals can serve the whole of
the US by funnelling traffic through their domestic hubs to multiple points in the EU.
While the emergence of alliances addresses this problem for alliance members, airlines
outside alliances face a competitive disadvantage in attracting traffic beyond their cities
of origin and of destination.11 Breaking down these barriers involves formidable obsta-
cles rooted in an outdated commingling of national and airline-industry interests. The
proposals for a new policy framework that the Europeans are to present to the US are
preliminary steps toward developing globally efficient airlines.

The Canadian Experience

For close to 50 years the federal government sought to micro-manage the Canadian
airline industry, principally through its chosen instrument, the Crown-owned Trans-
Canada Airlines (later Air Canada). The objective was to ensure Air Canada’s viabil-
ity by guaranteeing it a 75-percent share of domestic traffic. Only one other airline,
Canadian Pacific Airlines (subsequently Canadian Airlines), was licensed (from
1959) on a limited basis to operate transcontinental routes (Corbett 1965, 160-
181). Small airlines were licensed to operate regional or local routes to supplement
but not compete with Air Canada’s services, and they were prohibited from operat-
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ing outside their region. Until 1978, the federal cabinet approved airline entry into
and exit from routes as well as the fares that airlines could charge. Deregulation in
Canada started later than in the US, and, unlike in the US, where deregulation was
rapid, in Canada the process evolved slowly, only becoming official in 1988. Entry
into the industry was subject to a “fit, willing and able test,” licence restrictions were
abolished, and fares were not subject to regulation except for a publication require-
ment and an obligation not to charge above the published rate for a route. These
steps, combined with the privatization of Air Canada, created a deregulated envi-
ronment for all domestic air services except for those in Northern Canada, where
remnants of regulation remained (Oum et al. 1991).

Internationally, the government divided the world between Air Canada and
Canadian Airlines. As the chosen instrument of air policy, Air Canada was granted
most of the heavily travelled routes to the US and Western Europe. The more light-
ly travelled Latin-American and Asian routes were granted to Canadian Airlines.
This division of the world was not consistently applied, as Canadian Airlines
acquired routes to the Netherlands and Southern Europe and Air Canada was
granted routes in the Caribbean. Demands by new Canadian airlines, such as
Wardair, for international route rights created further inconsistencies in the attempt
to achieve a coherent parcelling out of the market, since it became necessary to
restrict the rights of established Canadian carriers in order to create room for the
new entrants. Whatever the logical inconsistencies of Canadian international air
policy, bilateral air agreements, of which some 70 were negotiated, were the coun-
terpart to the tight regulation of domestic air services. Like those of Europe and the
US, Canada’s bilateral agreements became complicated tools for the micro-man-
agement of international air services.

The 1995 open skies agreement with the US broke the mould for Canadian air
agreements. Phased in over three years, the agreement provided for unrestricted trans-
border access for airlines of either country to any destination in the other, with no
restrictions on fares. It was eventually followed by the effective replacement of the divi-
sion of the world between Air Canada and Canadian Airlines approach by the alloca-
tion of all international air routes. Those routes, which generated 300,000 one-way
originating passengers, became open to multiple designations if the governing bilater-
al agreements so permitted. All other routes were made subject to a “use or lose it” pro-
vision, so that one Canadian airline could not deny service to a point that it chose not
to operate. If no Canadian carrier was interested in operating to a given country, a car-
rier from that country could be granted limited access to all points in Canada except
Toronto, even in the absence of a bilateral air agreement (Canada Transportation Act
Review Panel 2001). Following the agreement with the US, Canada amended its agree-
ments with most European countries to reach open-skies-type agreements in practice
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if not in name, including the critical provision of code-sharing but without fifth free-
doms. Those bilateral agreements, such as the agreement with Italy, that conform with
the old model reflect airline priorities rather than government policy preferences.

If Canada has moved with the times in deregulating domestic and international
routes and fares, it remains, like most other countries, steadfastly glued to the principle
of domestic ownership of Canadian carriers. Currently, foreigners may own up to 25 per-
cent of the voting shares of a Canadian air carrier. Although the panel reviewing
Canadian transportation policy recommended that the 25-percent limit be raised to 49
percent (Canada Transportation Act Review Panel 2001, recommendation 7.3), the gov-
ernment has shown no signs such a step is imminent. Although it is possible that the
events surrounding Air Canada’s entry into and anticipated exit from bankruptcy may
produce some change, it is clear that the government is comfortable with the principle
that airlines in Canada be domestically owned and operated.12 The government seems
equally unperturbed by the prospect of a US-EU agreement that breaks new ground in
the regulation of international air services. In the words of Transport Minister Collenette,
Canada “has an airline policy that works…It would be incorrect to conclude that Canada
must be an active participant in EU-US negotiations…Canadians can rest assured that
the government will be following these discussions very closely.”13 As history demon-
strates, followership is a sacred principle of Canadian air policy.

The European Court of Justice’s Decision 

and Its Consequences

The international air law community is seldom concerned with the results of domes-
tic court decisions. They are considered to be domestic matters. But when a decision
is rendered by the Court of Justice of the European Union (known as the European
Court of Justice, or ECJ), interpreting the founding treaties of the European
Community (EC) on a matter relating to the internal and external powers of the EC
vis-à-vis its member states, it may have profound consequences. Such is the case with
the long-awaited decisions rendered by the ECJ on November 5, 2002, in the “open
skies” cases.14 These decisions take their place alongside a number of other landmark
cases that confirm or extend EC powers. Since the EC is the second most important
legislative body in the world and the most important market for air transport services,
any extension of EC powers in the field of air transportation is bound to have an
impact on the international community.

The EC has been acquiring jurisdiction over various aspects of air trans-
portation since the adoption of the first set of measures in 1988. Since then, suc-
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cessive legislative measures adopted by the Council of the European Union have
greatly expanded EC authority over many aspects of air transportation, safety, and
lately even security within the European Community (Dempsey 2001). These pow-
ers have dealt with the internal EC market. But the European Commission, the exec-
utive body, whose mandate is to ensure respect for the founding treaties and other
rules of EC law, has sought a mandate to negotiate new air transportation agree-
ments with foreign states. Member states of the EC have been very reluctant to con-
cede this function to the commission, arguing variously that it has no authority over
the external air services market and that all matters pertaining to international air
services remain within national jurisdiction.

In the face of three refusals to grant it a negotiating mandate, and in the face
of efforts by no fewer than 10 member states to negotiate new bilateral air transport
agreements with the United States, the European Commission took these states to
the ECJ to challenge the legality of various aspects of the agreements concluded or
under negotiation with the United States. The commission’s principal arguments
centred on three assertions: 1) that the traditional provisions on national ownership
and control of designated airlines in the bilaterals violate the principle of freedom of
establishment of persons and corporations established by article 43 of the European
Community Treaty; 2) that by virtue of adopting extensive EC legislation governing
air transportation, member states had lost the authority to negotiate these matters
with foreign states, and, more generally, 3) that bilateral agreements made in the
interests of individual member states potentially violate the principles of EC com-
petition law and upset the freedom to provide services across national lines through-
out the Community, particularly with respect to air fares on intra-Community
routes, computerized reservation systems and the allocation of airport slots.

Advocate General Tizzano delivered his opinion on January 31, 2002.15

This opinion, which is designed to assist the court by elucidating the issues
before it in a particular case, accepted many of the commission’s arguments and
set the stage for the decision that the ECJ finally rendered on November 5, 2002.

The court clearly decided some matters and left others open for future devel-
opment. First, seven bilateral agreements with the United States are declared to violate
some aspects of EC primary treaty law and secondary legislation. Implicitly, similar
provisions in some 1,500 other bilateral agreements in force between member states
and foreign states, as well as those of the 10 (and ultimately 13) future EC member
states, are similarly in violation. Second, the decision is unequivocal in stating that the
national ownership and control provisions in the bilateral agreements violate a central
treaty principle of freedom of establishment of corporations, in that they provide for
the designation only of airlines subject to the ownership and control of the signatory
state or its nationals. In doing this, the signatory states have denied the right of airlines
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of the other 14 member states to receive national treatment at their hands. Third, the
court is unequivocal in confirming that, to the extent that internal jurisdiction is vest-
ed in the EC, this jurisdiction is projected externally. In doing so the court has applied
a long-standing principle applicable to the EC’s external relations. Where the court is
less categorical is with respect to the extent of the EC’s external jurisdiction over air
transport, as the judgment speaks only of air fares, slot allocation and airline reserva-
tion systems. With respect to these three matters, EC external jurisdiction is complete,
but on other matters it can still be argued that jurisdiction is shared with member
states. The implication of this is that the European Commission now has a strong but
limited mandate to negotiate at least certain air transport matters with foreign states.
Finally, in deciding implicitly that each state cannot seek its own exclusive advantage
in negotiating bilateral agreements with foreign states, the court has made it very dif-
ficult for any member state to continue to do this, and it has also implicitly strength-
ened the commission’s position to argue that EC competition law applies to both the
external and internal markets for air transport services.

The ECJ has the exclusive authority to interpret primary and secondary law,16

and it has long held that this law enjoys supremacy over the domestic law of mem-
ber states. It would thus be very difficult to undo what the court has done. The
treaty principle of freedom of establishment would have to be changed in respect
of international air transport, the existing edifice of EC air transport law regulating
the internal market would have to be withdrawn, and the deregulated EC internal
market in air services would have to conform with Chicago Convention principles.
The only area where there is clear discretion to adopt a waiver is with respect to
competition law. Since the court has decided what principles speak to EC external
air transport law, the European Commission has no discretion and must seek to
apply the principles to EC relations vis-à-vis other states.

A number of consequences can be discerned. Not all can be described with
certainty; however, it is certain that the European Commission now enjoys an
immensely strengthened hand in its efforts to regulate external air transport serv-
ices. The ECJ has made it clear that the Community enjoys extensive jurisdiction
over internal and external air transport matters. Some of these powers are shared
with member states, but others are held exclusively. It is also clear that the com-
mission is under a legal obligation to pursue policies that are hard to reconcile with
the Chicago Convention bilateral air transport model, which is based on national
sovereignty over national airlines and is enshrined in most of the 5,000 bilateral air
transport agreements in force today. The commission is under a legal obligation to
negotiate at least fifth and possibly also seventh freedom rights for all Community
carriers (see the appendix on pages 20-21). It is for this reason that the decision is
of such great significance for international air transport law.
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The European Commission was quick to act. On November 20, 2002, it called
for the denunciation of existing bilateral agreements between the member countries and
the US. The commission stressed that the court judgment affected all existing bilateral
agreements between EU members and other countries. Further, no changes to member
state air policy of any kind were to be undertaken pending confirmation of their com-
patibility with EU law. It then called upon the Council of Ministers (representing the
member states) to agree to a mandate for the negotiation of EU-wide agreements that
would, inter alia, aim to further liberalize the transatlantic market and investment rules
(European Commission 2002). In February 2003 the commission formally sought a
mandate to negotiate EU-wide agreements to remove discrimination between EU-based
airlines. These agreements would ensure that trade rights to and from the EU would no
longer be reserved for national airlines but would be open to airlines that are owned
and controlled by European citizens (European Commission 2003a).

On June 5, 2003, the transport ministers of the EU member states agreed to a
three-part package of measures sought by the commission. The first part is a man-
date to open negotiations with the US aimed at achieving, in the commission’s words,
an “Open Aviation Area.” This would create a free trade area for air transport by giv-
ing EU and US airlines complete freedom to serve any pair of airports in the United
States and in EU countries. The commission intends as well to seek a relaxation of
the restrictions on ownership and control to make transatlantic mergers and acquisi-
tions possible. The second is a mandate for negotiating with other countries to cor-
rect the problems identified by the ECJ, notably, nationality requirements in the cur-
rent bilateral agreements. The priority countries for these negotiations are to be iden-
tified by the commission and the Council of Ministers. The third element recognizes
the existence of hundreds of current bilateral agreements and the need to manage
these relationships in accordance with EU law. Thus the council agreed, subject to the
approval of the European Parliament, to issue a regulation that permits member
countries to continue to negotiate bilateral agreements subject to EU co-ordination
and on the basis of a common EU text (European Commission 2003b, 2003c).

Prior to the council meeting, the US made clear its readiness to engage with
the EU to develop a new approach to the management of air relations. In a speech,
Jeffrey Shane, US undersecretary of transport, argued the case for a broader multilat-
eral framework to replace the current network of bilateral agreements. In the US view,
geographically limited bilateral agreements lack the scope either to foster the achieve-
ment of global efficiencies or to provide the seamless system of air transport that a
globalized economy requires. The US, declared Shane, would be prepared to enter
into negotiations with the EU (Shane 2003). Subsequently, at the 2003 annual US-
EU summit meeting, President Bush issued a joint statement with the presidents of
the European Council and the European Commission announcing their agreement to
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begin comprehensive air negotiations in the early autumn of 2003. The purpose will
be “to build upon the framework of the existing agreements with the goal of opening
access to markets.”17 While officially the US does not echo the ambitious EU agenda
in respect of investment- and nationality-based ownership restrictions, it is commit-
ted to a broad agenda that offers the prospect of a radically different model for the
management of transatlantic air relations (White House 2003).

In a study conducted for the European Commission, the Brattle Group, a UK-
based consultancy, estimated the future benefits of a EU-US transatlantic open aviation
area at € 5 billion (some C$7.5 billion at the time of writing). These benefits would
occur as a result of massive productivity gains as more efficient airlines displaced weak-
er airlines and captured economies of scale and pricing synergies. Transatlantic flows
of capital and labour would lead to consolidation and deeper integration (Reitzes et al.
2002). In a vigorous riposte, airline analyst Hubert Horan argues that these estimates
are unsupported by the analysis and that, more importantly, the US is likely to bring
a different perception to the costs and benefits of negotiating the complete liberaliza-
tion of the regulations governing transatlantic air traffic. He also points out that the
nationality provision on which an open aviation area would largely depend anchors
many different and critical aspects of airline operations — notably safety — that ren-
der the negotiation of any agreement a complicated task (Horan 2003).18

Options for Canada

The EU and the US were scheduled to hold their first negotiating session on October
1-2, 2003. While progress is unlikely to be rapid given the complexity of the issues
at stake and the US 2004 presidential campaign, the ground has been laid for a rad-
ical restructuring of international air policy. The industry is clear on the direction it
wants governments to follow. “Our purpose is simple,” declared the director gener-
al and CEO of the International Air Travel Association in a recent speech in
Montreal, “to have our industry recognized by governments for what it is: a mass
transit system that provides vital global economic benefits to travelers, tourism and
industry. It should no longer be treated as a luxury product catering to an elite. It is
an industry that must now be run as a normal business” (Bisignani 2003).

There is an urgent need for the Canadian government and airline industry to
conduct a wide-ranging analysis of Canadian options and to develop a consensus
on the wisest course to pursue. This analysis could usefully begin with the follow-
ing three options. 

The first option would be to reject any EU proposal for a Canada-EU agree-
ment to replace the current bilateral agreements.19 The logic of the ECJ decision and
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the ensuing mandate granted to the European Commission strongly suggests that a
rejectionist position would not be sustainable, particularly in circumstances where
the EU successfully negotiates a single agreement with the US. The member countries
of the EU would be left with no option but to abrogate current bilateral agreements
with Canada, which in accordance with standard treaty practice and the terms of
those agreements they are entitled to do. While the absence of an agreement or
agreements would not terminate transatlantic air operations between Canada and
Europe, it would make such operations subject to ad hoc approval by regulators
unsupported by any governing international legal framework. It should be assumed
that Air Canada would object strenuously to any such outcome, since it would not
only render the airline’s transatlantic operations subject to the whim of regulators and
politicians on both sides of the border, but it would also undermine its alliance rela-
tionships, notably those in the EU, which anchor its transatlantic service.

The second option would be to await the outcome of the EU-US negotia-
tions, with a view to indicating readiness to enter negotiations with the EU for the
sole purpose of replacing the current nationality provision in the bilateral agree-
ments with an EU-wide provision. Since this step would meet the the ECJ’s princi-
pal objection to the current bilateral agreements, it is possible that the EU will be
satisfied with this limited approach. Its effect would be to give all EU airlines the
best available terms of market access in any of the current bilateral agreements
between Canada and EU members. While a detailed commercial assessment of the
impact of this step is beyond the scope of this paper, it is reasonable to assume that
it would be modest, not least because of Air Canada’s dominance, but also because
the access terms of the current bilateral agreements are consistent with the ambi-
tions of the airlines offering transatlantic service. This option would bring negligi-
ble benefits to Canadian airlines, travellers or shippers.

The third option would be to propose that the EU and the US invite Canada
to the table to negotiate a true transatlantic aviation area. In such a negotiation, it
would be in Canada’s interests to embrace the EU approach to the nationality provi-
sion, the reciprocal removal of ownership limits and the right to cabotage operations.
The purpose of this would be to encourage the flow of new capital into the Canadian
airline industry and allow for the right of establishment by foreign investors. The
impact would be substantial and on the whole positive. Such an agreement would
allow European- and US-owned airlines to operate domestic services in Canada, the
most obvious routes being those that feed and flow traffic to and from the principal
Canadian international airports (Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal). European air-
lines outside the Star Alliance would acquire an attractive alternative to a relationship
with Air Canada and the resulting expansion of service would considerably benefit
travellers, shippers and airports. Air Canada and all the other Canadian airlines
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would have the same opportunities in the EU and the US. Where these opportuni-
ties would be taken up is less important than the contribution European- and US-
owned and operated services would make to the efficiency of the Canadian market-
place.20 The ultimate result could be the creation of a multilateral framework for the
air services from which all stakeholders would benefit.

Conclusion

Canadian airline policy has evolved considerably to effect a transition from a model
devoted to the micro-regulation of every aspect of commercial operations to a frame-
work that treats the airline industry as any other industry. While public ownership
has been abandoned and proposals for reregulation disappear as quickly as they
appear, the view that the airline industry needs to serve a broader purpose than mere-
ly responding to demands of Canadians to travel and export and import goods retains
some vitality in the government. So too does a curious view of airline economics that
justifies the government’s right to find some fares too high and others too low,
notwithstanding the freedom accorded to set fares.21 When the current minister of
transport deprecates the proposition that foreign investment can contribute to creat-
ing a vibrant industry in Canada, his view of airline economics is fully consistent with
those of one of his long-gone predecessors, C.D. Howe, who assured Parliament in
1938 that regulation “should have the effect of lowering rather than raising rates by
tending to eliminate wasteful and destructive competition among the various forms
of transportation” (quoted in Oum et al. 1991, 126).22

Whatever the current cyclical problems of the industry in Canada and
other countries, the growth potential of the industry exceeds by a considerable
margin the growth potential of the Canadian economy as a whole. Over a recent
12-year period, the increase in traffic was almost double the growth in constant-
dollar gross domestic product. The principal source of growth is international
traffic (including with the US), where over the same period average annual
growth rates were more than double the growth of domestic traffic. These growth
patterns are expected to continue in the future (Canada Transportation Act
Review Panel 2001). It follows that the principal objective of airline policy
should be to permit the Canadian airline industry to adapt to and profit from the
inevitable changes in the international aviation policy framework. There is a
strong possibility of a sea change in the foundation of the international rules gov-
erning air transport. Canada should be at the table when this occurs. The gov-
ernment should urgently abandon its faith in followership and rapidly engage
with the European Union and the United States.
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1 The right to fly across a country’s air space en route to another without landing.

2 The right to land in a country only for technical purposes such as maintenance 
and refuelling.

3 The right to carry traffic from the airline’s own country to a partner country.

4 The right to carry traffic from a partner country to the airline’s own country.

5 The right to carry traffic between a partner country and a third country, provided 
the flight originates or terminates in the airline’s own country (known as 
“beyond rights”).

6 The right to carry traffic between a partner country and a third country, via a point in
the airline’s own country (effectively, a combination of two sets of third and 
fourth freedoms).

7 The right to carry traffic between a partner country and a third country without
obligation to stop in the airline’s own country.

8 The right to carry traffic between two points within a partner country as an extension
of a route whose origin or destination is in the airline’s own country (known as 
“cabotage rights”).

9 The right of the airline of one country to operate a stand-alone service between two 
points in a partner country (known as “stand-alone cabotage”).

Appendix
Freedoms of the Air

Note: Since the right of each country to control its air space is affirmed under the 1944 Chicago Convention,
these “freedoms of the air” are in fact rights and privileges that exist only when and where they are granted
by bilateral or multilateral agreements between countries. In this chart, two countries that have signed such
an agreement are referred to as “partners,” and any other country (with which each partner may also have
separate agreements) is referred to as a “third country.” ”Traffic” refers to passengers, mail or freight.

Rights 1 and 2 are known as technical freedoms, while the others are referred to as commercial
freedoms. Rights 3 and 4, known as “to” and ”from” rights, are usually twinned in air agreements.
Together, rights 1 to 5 are known as convention rights, and they exist in most agreements among the
parties to the Chicago Convention. Rights 6 to 9 are not formally part of that convention, and indeed
rights 8 and 9 have so far rarely been granted.

Legend: Arrows indicate flights between two different countries. Circles pertain to flights within one
country.

Source: Adapted from “Die Freiheiten des Luftverkehrs,” Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation, retrieved
from http://www/aviation.admin.ch/d/themen/internat/freiheit.pdf; and from Australia Productivity
Commission, International Air Services, Inquiry Report no. 2, September 11, 1998, p. 38.
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1 For an account of how the evolution of

colonies to independent countries led to

a multiplication of uncompetitive air-

lines operating international services, see

Sampson (1984, 117-119).

2 The stakes were high enough at Chicago

to spark a spirited exchange between

Churchill and Roosevelt. 

3 Through the International Air Transport

Association (IATA); see Doganis (1991,

35-40).

4 Note that although now encompassed by

the European Union (EU), the European

Community (EC) remains in existence as

the legal entity underpinning the Common

Market. The deregulation of EU air policy

occurred within the wider framework of

European integration and the creation of

the single European market.

5 The rise of charter carriers and over-

capacity in the industry throughout the

1970s and 1980s created an irresistible

temptation for many airlines to ignore

IATA fares and sell seats for whatever

price they would fetch. For an account

of the bucket shop challenge and IATA’s

reaction, see Sampson (1984, 79-182).

6 France was a notable exception until 1998.

7 The three largest are the Star Alliance,

centred around Lufthansa; United Airlines,

of which Air Canada is a member; and

oneworld, centred around British Airways

and American Airlines. These alliances

have a worldwide range embracing not

only the routes of the principal partners

but also those of all alliance members. For

example, the Star Alliance includes Asian

carriers such as All Nippon Airways and

Singapore Airlines and Latin American

carriers such as Mexicana and Varig

(Brazil). The oneworld Alliance includes

Quantas and Cathay Pacific in Asia and

Lanchile in Latin America. The other

major alliances are grouped around Delta

Airlines and Air France and around

Northwest Airlines and KLM. It remains

unclear how the merger between Air

France and KLM will affect alliance com-

positions.

8 For example, the Canada-UK and

Canada-India agreements provide for

the right of designated airlines operat-

ing between Canada and India to pick

up passengers originating in the UK on

the inward- and outward-bound flights.

In the 1980s, the UK insisted on rene-

gotiatiing its bilateral agreement with

Canada because Air Canada was too

successful in carrying UK-India fifth

freedom traffic (for an explanation of

the freedoms, see the appendix on

pages 20-21).

9 There are exceptions. SAS Airlines is

jointly owned by citizens of Norway,

Denmark and Sweden. In their bilateral

agreements with other countries, each

designates SAS as its carrier. A similar

situation exists in Canada’s bilateral

agreements with several Commonwealth

Caribbean countries that do not have

their own national airline such as

Barbados. The agreements allow these

countries to designate the Trinidad-based

airline BWIA as their carrier.

10 For example, the projected British

Airways purchase of the Dutch carrier

KLM was thwarted because British

Airways would not have been able to

operate flights to and from Amsterdam

except from the UK.

11 When Air Canada absorbed Canadian

Airlines, British Airways and American

Airlines — members of the rival

oneworld alliance — lost automatic

access to Canadian’s routes. To obtain

access to domestic Canadian routes (other

than those operated by their own air-

craft), they would need to contract with

Air Canada or other Canadian airlines.

12 Transport Minister Collenette told the

House of Commons Transport Committee
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in April 2003 that he was adamantly

opposed to changing the foreign ownership

limits because he is “an old time Canadian

nationalist” (Globe and Mail, April 7).

13 Collenette was responding in a letter to

the editor (National Post, July 19, 2003)

to a newspaper article by Terrence

Corcoran that vigorously argued that

Canada needs to be part of the EU-US

negotiations (National Post, July 3,

2003).

14 Commission v Belgium C-471/ 98; similar

decisions were rendered against Denmark

(C-467), Sweden (C-468), Finland 

(C-469), Luxembourg (C-472), Austria

(C-475), and Germany (C-477). The case

against the United Kingdom, C-466, was

disposed of on other grounds based on

differences in the UK agreement. Recent

agreements signed by the Netherlands

and France with the United States raised

similar issues.

15 The role of the advocate-general, according

to Article 222 of the Treaty Establishing

the European Community, is to assist the

ECJ by delivering in open court “reasoned

submissions on cases which, in accordance

with the Statute of the Court of Justice,

require his involvement.” The opinions of

the advocate-general are not binding on

the court but, as in these cases, can have

considerable influence.

16 According to Article 220 of the Treaty

Establishing the European Community,

the court “shall ensure that in the inter-

pretation and application of this Treaty the

law is observed. The Court has the exclu-

sive right to give final and authoritative

rulings; its decisions are binding on all

Member States and upon their citizens.”

17 See “Joint Statement by European

Council President Konstandinos Simitis,

European Commission President

Romano Prodi & US President George

W. Bush on Transatlantic Aviation

Negotiations,” at http://www.eurunion.

org/partner/summit.htm

18 Much as the Brattle Group’s estimates may

contain a large dollop of wishful thinking

— a characteristic of all such estimates —

Horan’s dismissal is equally speculative. The

main point is that there would be significant

economic benefits from such an agreement,

which under any scenario will prove diffi-

cult and complicated to negotiate.

19 Canada has bilateral agreements with

each of the current 15 EU members

except Luxembourg.

20 It may be argued, as does Lazar, that the lib-

eration of the Canadian industry from

antique regulations on ownership is unlike-

ly to attract foreign-owned entrants into the

Canadian industry. This is a prediction, not

a formula for sound public policy.

21 The National Transportation Agency and

the Bureau of Competition possess and

exercise these powers.

22 The waste and destruction caused by

micro-managed regulation of the indus-

try over many years are impressive in

their own right.
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